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NATURAL PROGRESSION

ICONIC

PostBase One is a modular franking system using the latest 
technology from dynamic weighing, powerful accounting to 
letter processing at up to 20mm thickness. The easy to use 
icon driven operating system means that 99% of tasks are 
completed using only 3 touches of the full colour screen.

With high operating speeds and high volume letter 
processing, PostBase One fits perfectly into your office or 
mailroom environment and can be expanded to suit the 
needs of your growing business.

With Royal Mail Mailmark at its forefront, PostBase One can 
optimise your postage spend on every letter you send. 

INNOVATIVE

PostBase One uses the very latest in technology from Wi-Fi 
connectivity to 3G and High speed LAN as well as performing 
software updates, tariff downloads and data uploads 
seamlessly ensuring your system is always updated and 
making sure you never under or overpay for postage.



High Capacity Parcel Scale
Place the high capacity 
parcel scale wherever you 
need it, weighing up to 7kg 
this parcel or letter scale is 
extremely accurate meaning 
that you never under or over 
pay for your postage.

Colour Touchscreen
As easy to operate as your 
smart phone or tablet, we
designed the PostBase One 
to have a simple to 
navigate, icon driven menu 
system allowing you to 
process your mail quickly 
and efficiently.

Automatic Feeder
Processing letters with a 
thickness of up to 20mm  
the PostBase One automatic 
letter feeder is truly 
incredible. Letters are 
processed using vertical 
feeding ensuring true mixed 
mail capabilities.

Sealing module
The PostBase One sealing 
module allows you to 
feed unsealed gummed 
envelopes through the 
system at which point the 
PostBase One will seal them 
securely before franking.

Dynamic Weighing
Imagine feeding mixed size 
and weight letters through 
the PostBase One and then 
having the system weigh, 
price and frank them 
automatically at 100 letters 
per minute, that‘s exactly 
what the dyanmic scale 
does.

Label Dispenser
Every PostBase One as 
standard has a self adhesive 
label dispenser making it 
simple and easy to weigh 
parcels and print a franked 
label ready to be attached 
to your consignment.

Next generation inking 
system
Our new technology 
easyconnect inking system 
allows PostBase One to use 
either print cartridges or an 
easyconnect bulk ink tank, 
ideal for high volume users.

Letter catcher/stacker
The PostBase One as 
standard has a letter 
catching module but can be 
further upgraded with a 
letter stacker making it 
easier to present clean mail 
to your letter carrier.

DYNAMIC WEIGHING AND FRANKING

PostBase One dynamic weighing and franking system with 
3rd carrier capabilities and powerful accounting options, 
one button and a colour touchscreen makes this 
professional, flexible mailing system simple and cost 
efficient for any mailing office.

▶  Dynamic weighing processing, weighing, sealing and 
franking letters at 100 per minute make the dynamic 
postage scale a perfect addition to PostBase One.

▶  Cost management via our powerful postage software 
that integrates perfectly with PostBase One allowing you to 
export postage data to your preferred accounting package.

▶  Cost saving using a wide variety of carrier options means 
that PostBase One is even more flexible allowing you to 
measure and regulate your postage spend.

▶  Mailmark ready PostBase One can take advantage of the 
postage savings using Royal Mail Mailmark as well as a host 
of other cost saving benefits.
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POWERFUL POSTBASE ONE

NAVIGATOR PLUS,  
MODERN POSTAGE DATA 
MANAGEMENT FROM FP

PURE AND POWERFUL 
POSTAGE ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE:
MAILREPORT ONE

The professional choice when it comes to postage cost 
allocation with unlimited cost accounts to monitor every 
department or sub department‘s postage spend down to 
the letter.
Export report data in a wide variety of formats including
.csv and .xls, Mailreport One from FP works seamlessly 
with the PostBase One franking system.

Navigator Plus is a powerful software addition to PostBase 
One from FP. Navigator Plus allows you to control the 
PostBase One from a larger screen and account for every 
letter franked through the system as well as export the
detailed postage data into your preferred accounting 
package for analysis and cost allocation.

SIMPLE, FLEXIBLE TECHNOLOGY
The PostBase One colour touch
screen was designed to be easy to 
navigate with an icon driven menu 
system allowing you to process your 
post simply and efficiently.

INTUITIVE MENU SYSTEM
Every function of the PostBase One 
system is at your fingertips including
a home menu designed to have 
every function you need to process 
your post at a glance.

   INTEGRATED POSTAL SCALE 
   The PostBase One postal scale is a
   modular part of the franking 
   system, meaning you can place it
   wherever you need to weigh larger
   items.

YOUR LOGO ON EVERY LETTER 
As well as your logo on every letter 
you send, you can also put your own 
advertising messages on every mail 
piece advising your customers of 
special offers for example.

VERTICAL FEEDING TECHNOLOGY
Using the PostBase One automatic 
feeder, the system can automatically 
process your postal items up to 
20mm thick making it a true mixed 
mail franking system. 

HIGH CAPACITY FEED DECK
With the PostBase One high capacity 
feed deck the system can hold up to 
300 letters improving the processing 
speed of your mail run.

HIGH VOLUME LETTER STACKER
The ability to neatly stack your 
processed mail means that it is easier 
to present clean mail to carriers 
allowing you to benefit from the 
biggest discounts available.

INKJET PRINTING SYSTEM
Incredibly quick and efficient, our 
inkjet printing system used in the 
PostBase One uses specially developed 
HP cartridges making it reliable and 
cost effective. 
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* MS Windows only (Not windows RT for tablets)

Hardware

Colour Touch screen display

Print system

Easy connect ink tank system

Letter thickness

Self adhesive label dispenser

Letter catcher

High volume envelope stacker

Letter sealer

Automatic high speed letter feeder

High capacity letter stacking

Letter processing speed (non dynamic mode)

High capacity postage scale in kg/Differential weighing

Dynamic weighing system

Highspeed-LAN + Wi-Fi + 3G connectivity

Software

NavigatorBasic*

NavigatorPlus* (Cost account management)

MailReport One* (Cost account management)

PIN security (Except with Navigator which uses password security)

Cost accounts, Standard/Option

Advertising messages Standard/Option

Rate table quick select

Personalised advertising messages

PostBase One

yes

Inkjet

optional

Up to 20 mm

yes

yes

optional

optional

optional

optional
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optional
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optional
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